I. Approve minutes from last meeting?
   a. Vote – YES

II. Update from CUSG – Tyler Quick (Tri exec CUSG)
   a. Reforming student group funding board (SGFB)
      i. They were sitting on a lot of money and not spending and allocating efficiently
   b. Reforming campaign procedures
      i. Limiting spending
   c. Work with board of regents, state legislature (but they’re not very helpful)
      i. Working to make sure currently proposed sequestration cuts won’t effect research funding
      ii. Need to work to increase state funding or CU will be looking at being privatized in 5-10 years
   d. Speaks with chancellor monthly, student fees are important discussion point
   e. Questions
      i. Plans for $900k surplus?
         1. Slowly deplete,

III. CUSG election results – Juliette
    a. “Cases” being filed back and forth between Pulse and Inspire
    b. Hearings held today, cases could work their way up through our court system
    c. Nov 15th supposed to be inauguration date but since these hearings started late this might be delayed

IV. NAGPS national meeting – Steven
    a. Attended workshops on student gov practices, business meetings, Carly held session on Open Access, Steven held session on finance
    b. We have a lot of personnel involved and we’d like to stay so active
    c. NAGPS member of the year…. Colorado School of Mines
    d. Thinking about hosting the NAGPS regional conference in 2014
       i. Would be good, low cost way to get more of our membership (reps) involved

V. Roberts Rules of Order
   a. Semi-detailed review next meeting
   b. So everyone knows how it works in case you come across it in other meetings

VI. UGGS Committees – good idea?
a. Brings people together and helps build more community
b. Easier to discuss things in small 4-5 person group
c. If important issues come up, then we can consider generating committees around them
d. Chris O – Bill of Rights group finally meeting next week
e. Juliette – Facebook groups might be a good way to share a continuing discussion on a topic
   i. Could also be hard to balance in-person meetings and “digital” meetings
   ii. How meetings are run can be decided on a per-committee basis
VII. Officer elections
   a. Nominations next meeting, elections the meeting after next
VIII. Announcements
   a. Joey - A group event we funded hasn’t received enough RSVPs to use the big space they reserved, so they want to move the event off campus to Sherpas
      i. We should encourage them to stay on campus if at all possible
   b. 5:49pm – Steven used his gavel to quell conversation, this made him quite happy
   c. When do we start transitioning to Google platform
      i. Should be starting Nov 12th and will roll continuously until fully converted
IX. Social
   a. Trivia night 6-7:30, Absinthe House, Thursday 11/15, run by Geeks Who Drink
   b. Be there by 6 to ensure you can form a team!
X. Adjourned 5:53pm
Attendance:
  Brian Francisco MCEN
  Tom O’Neill ECEN
  Richard Bateman ATOC
  Laura Michaelson PSYC
  Joey Hubbard EBIO
  Kate Allison EDUC
  Anthony Rasca APPM
  Carly Robinson CHEM
  Chris Schaeubauer CSCI
  Jakob Sedig ANTH
  Jarad Kirwicki – ENGL
  Kika Tarsi EBIO
  Daniel Poochiguin CLAS
  Austin Smith ECON
  Kelsey Cody ENVS
  Megan Hurson JMC
  Angela Li PSYC
  Amelia Schubert GEOG
  Tania Tauer CHEN
  Nick Cesare PHIL
  Taylor Harvell MBA
  Kayla Kramer HIST
  Danyelle Doshnmu MFS
  Rachel Powers ATLAS
  Chris Ostro CLAS
  Nicholas Nelson ASTR
  Misam Ali LAW
  Walker Williams LAW
  Raphael Nawrotsky SOCY
  Aimnetha Rotiv (sp?) No Dept
  Halley Profita CSCI
  William Campbell EDUC
  Wenceslaw Shaw-Cortez ASEN
  Eric Netterlund COMM
  Nathan Adkins ECON
  Xuechun Wang ALC
  Rachel Hawkins SLHS
  Matthew Hulse ECEE
  Will Anderson FREN
  Sheena Barnes HIST
  Megan Zibby RLST
  Alex Creighton ART